Anatomy of a Test Assertion (V0.8)  

What Is In a Test Assertion

A test assertion (or TA) must always:

	Be uniquely identified by a test assertion identifier (TA id).
	Refer to the precise specification requirement(s) or normative statement(s) that it addresses.
	Identify a class of test assertion targets (or TATs). Such a target is an implementation or a part of an implementation of the referred specification.
	Define a predicate that evaluates to “true” or “false” over a test assertion target. “True” means that the target exhibits the feature (a behavior or a property) described in the referred specification statement (2). “False” means the target does not exhibit the feature.


Example: consider the following requirement from a specification on “widgets”: 

[requirement 100] “A widget MUST be of rectangular shape”.

The following test assertion is addressing this requirement:

TA id: widget-TA100
Target: widget
Reference: “widget specification”, requirement 100
Predicate: the widget is of rectangular shape


In an actual TA definition, the above four properties (numbered 1 to 4) are usually explicitly represented as four elements of the TA: identifier, reference, target class, predicate as in our example. However, a concrete representation of a TA may omit some of these elements provided they are implicit. Some common cases of implicit TA components are:

	Implicit target: when several test assertions relate to the same target class, the latter may be described just once as part of the context where the TAs are defined, so that it does not need be repeated. Example: all TAs related to requirements about the message envelope in a protocol specification, may be grouped in the section “message envelope requirements”, suggesting that they share the same message envelope target.  

Implicit predicate: in some specifications where all requirements follow a similar pattern, it is often possible to straightforwardly derive the assertion predicate from a requirement – e.g. using a simple rule - so that the predicate does not need to be explicitly stated every time. Example: consider an API specification where all requirements are of the kind “when given argument values A and B, the API function F MUST return a result R that satisfies property P”. Such requirements are very close to a predicative form like: (F(A,B) returns R) AND (R satisfies P).  Deriving the latter from the former is simply a matter of applying simple rules such as “the predicate states how the API call links result and inputs, and also states the expected property of the result.”


A More Complex Case

Consider now the following statement in the widget specification: 

[requirement 101] “A widget of medium size MUST use exactly one AA battery and have a red button on top.”

There are actually two requirements here that can be tested separately:
	(requirement 101, part 1) A medium-size widget MUST use exactly one AA battery.
	(requirement 101, part 2) A medium-size widget MUST have a red button on top.


Because of this it is possible to write two test assertions:

TA id: widget-TA1
Target: medium-size widget
Reference: specification requirement 101, part 1
Predicate: the widget uses exactly one AA battery.

TA id: widget-TA2
Target: medium-size widget
Reference: specification requirement 101, part 2
Predicate: the widget has a red button on top.

Several observations can be made on the previous example.

Observation #1:  The granularity of a test assertion is an arbitrary decision. A single TA instead of two could have been written here, with the predicate: “the widget uses exactly one AA battery AND has a red button on top”.  This choice may later have an impact on the outcome of a test suite written for verifying the conformance of widgets: with a single TA, a test case derived from this TA will not be expected to distinguish between the two failure cases. Using two TAs - one for each sub-requirement - will ensure that a test suite can assess and report independently about the fulfillment of each sub-requirement. Other considerations such as the different nature of tests implied, the reuse of a TA in different conformance profiles, may also lead to adopt “fine-grained” instead of “coarse-grained” test assertions. Usage considerations will dictate the best choice here.

Observation #2:  The assertion predicate is worded as a statement, not as a requirement (the MUST keyword is absent). It has a clear Boolean value: either the statement is true, or it is false for a particular target. The case of how to write a predicate for specification statements that convey optionality (e.g. using keywords SHOULD, MAY, etc.) is examined later.

Observation #3: The target is defined here as “medium-size widget”. It could have been defined as just “a widget”. This would have been a natural decision if the specification requirement had been worded as: “[requirement 101] If a widget is medium size, then it MUST use exactly one AA battery and have a red button on top.” In this case we could have had instead of the test assertion “widget-TA1” (and similarly for widget-TA2):

TA id: widget-TA1b
Target: widget
Reference: requirement 101, part 1
Predicate: if the widget is medium-size, then it uses exactly one AA battery.

The target class is now broader, but the predicate part is really of interest only for a subset of this class (the medium-size widgets). Usage considerations should again drive the decision here: a test suite that is designed for verifying all widgets, and does not assume a prior classification of these in small / medium / large sizes, would be better off with TAs that only use “widget” as target, such as widget-TA1b. (Note that from a logical viewpoint, the predicate value is still “true” for widgets that are NOT medium size, meaning the addressed requirement is technically fulfilled, in spite of its irrelevance.) On the other hand if all targets have been classified according to their claimed size, then a test case implementing widget-TA1b will uselessly repeat the “size” test.

Observation #4: The predicate is worded in an abstract way, still close to the wording of the specification. No indication is given on what kind of test procedure will be used (how to determine the number and type of batteries, etc.), nor on the detailed criteria for the condition evaluation (e.g. what kind of red pigments are acceptable to determine a “red” color.)  Such details are normally left to the test cases that can be derived from above test assertions. These test cases will determine the precise criteria for conforming to the specification. However, if a conformance clause exists that defines precise criteria for interpreting the “red” color requirement, then a TA may use these criteria in its predicate. Such a TA must then refer not only to the specification requirement in its Reference element, but also to the conformance clause that introduces these criteria.


Test Assertion Prerequisites

The previous Test Assertion - addressing requirement 101 of the widget specification – only applies to medium-size widgets. Let us assume that there are other requirements that define what “medium-size” means. In other words, the classification of widgets according to small / medium / large is not an obvious one: there is no sticker on the widgets (yet). Instead, it is a property that is itself defined in the widget specification and that is subject to verification, like the other properties.
In such a case, when writing test assertions, it is not a good idea to consider this property as part of the definition of the target class as we did in widget-TA1 and widget-TA2, because the class of a widget could not be identified prior to doing any test on this widget.  However, we must make it clear that widget-TA1 and widget-TA2 are to be exercised ONLY on those widgets that have been proved medium-size. This is done by stating a prerequisite to these TAs.

Assume that the following requirement defines the “medium-size” property:

[requirement 102] “A widget that weights between 100g and 300g and fits in a pocket, is a medium-size widget.”

There is a major distinction between this requirement and requirement 101: 
	requirement 101 uses “medium-size” as a prerequisite: its predicates only concerns widgets that are already established as being medium-size.

requirement 102 defines how to qualify as medium-size.

The test assertions for requirement 102 can be written as:

TA id: widget-TA3
Target: widget
Reference: specification requirement 102, part 1
Predicate: the widget weights between 100g and 300g.

TA id: widget-TA4
Target: widget
Reference: specification requirement 102, part 2
Predicate: the widget fits in a pocket.

Observation #5:  There is no mention of the “medium-size” property at all in the predicates of widget-TA3 and widget-TA4. This is because this property is precisely what needs to be established by a test suite containing test cases that are derived from these TAs. Only when a target (here a widget) evaluates to “true” for these two TAs, will it be considered as medium-size. The TAs are only concerned with the nature of these tests, not with how to interpret their outcome.  

We can then add a “prerequisite” component to widget-TA1 and widget-TA2 and rewrite them respectively as:

TA id: widget-TA1c
Target: widget
Reference: specification requirement 101, part 1
Prerequisite: widget-TA3 AND widget-TA4
Predicate: the widget uses at most one AA battery.

TA id: widget-TA2c
Target: widget
Reference: specification requirement 101, part 2
Prerequisite: widget-TA3 AND widget-TA4
Predicate: the widget has a red button on top.

The Prerequisite can be construed as a pre-condition that must be satisfied by the target, prior to evaluating the predicate of the TA. The Prerequisite is itself a predicate that evaluates to “true” or “false”. When a Prerequisite is quoting another TA as above, such a reference must be understood as a substitute for the Predicate of the referred TA (assuming it has same target). The possible outcomes of a TA with prerequisite become:

	If the Prerequisite evaluates to “false”, then the Test Assertion does not even apply (or its outcome can be stated as “Non Applicable”). This means that a test case derived from this TA should not even be executed on this target.

If the prerequisite evaluates to “true”, and the TA Predicate evaluates to “true”, then the target is exhibiting the feature described in the addressed specification requirement.
	If the prerequisite evaluates to “true”, and the TA Predicate evaluates to “false”, then the target is NOT exhibiting the feature described in the addressed specification requirement.

The Prerequisite could have been stated as an explicit predicate in widget-TA1c and widget-TA2c, i.e. widget-TA1c could have been rewritten as:

TA id: widget-TA1d
Target: widget
Reference: specification requirement 101, part 1
Prerequisite: the widget weights between 100g and 300g AND the widget fits in a pocket.
Predicate: the widget uses at most one AA battery.

widget-TA1d is semantically equivalent to widget-TA1c. However, because the notion of “medium-size” is itself specified as a property that is subject to verification and enforcement, it is useful to write test assertions for this property. It is then preferable to reuse such test assertions as prerequisites whenever this property is assumed. If the notion of medium-size evolves in future releases of the widget specification, a TA such as widget-TA1c does not need to be altered: only its prerequisite TA needs to, while all TAs that explicitly state the prerequisite predicate - like widget-TA1d does - would need be updated.


The Case of Normative Optional Statement
	
All previous requirements in the widget specification have a mandatory character: they are strong requirements using the keyword MUST [RFC2119]. Even if requirement 102 does not use any keyword for indicating the requirement level, it defines an independent, sufficient condition for the “medium-size” property, i.e. it can be reworded as : “if (the widget satisfies the condition) then (the widget is medium size)”.

Interpreting the outcome of such TAs is then straightforward. Test cases derived from such TAs can make a clear statement of conformance to the specification for the target under test: 
 (TA predicate = “true”) means not only that the target exhibits the specified feature of the specification, but also that the target fulfills a specification requirement, since this feature is required.

What if the specification statement is optional, i.e. uses RFC keywords SHOULD / RECOMMENDED or MAY / OPTIONAL?

Examples:  

[statement 103] “It is RECOMMENDED for a widget to be waterproof.”

[statement 104] “A widget MAY have a metallic casing.”

Such (normative) statements cannot be construed as formal requirements – a widget will not fail to conform to the specification if it is not waterproof, or if it has a plastic casing. But establishing conformance is not the sole objective of test assertions. Some test suites are intended to evaluate the capabilities of an implementation – e.g. which options it implements - regardless of conformance considerations. Even with a conformance objective in mind, a clear separation must be made between:
- (a) describing under which condition a target can be considered as exhibiting a specified feature. This is the role of a TA.
- (b) deciding if a target satisfies a conformance criterion. This is the role of one or more test cases that interpret the outcome of a TA.

 Therefore, test assertions can be written for such statements, simply by ignoring the RFC keywords in use, and by focusing on the specified feature and its related predicate:

TA id: widget-TA103
Target: widget
Reference: specification statement 103
Predicate: the widget is waterproof.

TA id: widget-TA104
Target: widget
Reference: specification statement 104
Predicate: the widget has a metallic casing.

How the TA predicate value (true/false) is to be interpreted – e.g. “false” may be interpreted differently depending on the level of conformance being considered – is not the concern of the person writing the test assertion. 
However, as previously mentioned, a TA may be written for a specific conformance clause. For example, a conformance clause may define a mandatory degree of “waterproofing”, as withstanding an immersion of 3 feet under water level – but not 50 feet. In that case the TA must explicitly refer to this conformance clause item in addition to the specification statement, and it must reflect this specific waterproof definition in its predicate.


	


